Indies, Zikken also started travelling widely and has written a large body of such writing.
Zikken's background as a Dutch child in colonial Indonesia and her forced migration to the Netherlands was predominantly the reason for her to write, to travel, and to write about travel.
In the interests of exploring the notion of migratory aesthetics, I will offer a critical reading of Zikken's narrative of "return travel" to Indonesia, entitled of "return travel writing" implies that, prior to the return, a departure from the childhood site to "elsewhere" has taken place. In return travel writing, the traveller departs from "elsewhere" and travels to what used to be her childhood "home." 4 This is in contrast with conventional Euro-imperial definitions of travel writing. Home is a crucial category within European travel, indicating a stable space where one departs from and returns to, and which is clearly demarcated from the space of "the foreign" and "the Other."
In Back to the Atlas Butterfly, the place where Zikken departs from is the Netherlands.
However, this place is not considered as home, in the sense of a stable place. The I-person undertakes the return journey to Indonesia because she feels rootless and homesick in the Netherlands. Conditions of displacement from one's origins and feelings of homesickness have traditionally been connected to postcolonial or third world subjects who migrated to the West in a pathological way. In Being/s in Transit, Liselotte Glage argues, however, that " … by implying that the West produced (self-) centred travellers and the former colonies, by contrast, produced fragmented, dislocated migrants … in recent years, the figure of the migrant has acquired the status of a mythical beast, one that effectively blocks the view of our own history"(9). Given the travelling persona's homesickness and decentredness, Back to the Atlas Butterfly invites us to question 96 | Sarah de Mul
